Grain Vac | Model 6640

PRODUCT OVERVIEW
› A simpler, safer and more efficient way to move grain
› 110 hp required
FEATURES
› Quick connect couplers
› Silencer
› High capacity airlock and blower
OPTIONS
› Self-contained hydraulics
› Dual inlet receiver tank

Model 6640 The high vacuum suction carries the crop on a pillow
of air and aids in cleaning out trash particles as the crop goes through
the grain vac. The versatility of the grain vac hoses and cleanup wands
allow the operator to access hard-to-reach areas for superior cleaning.
The optional self-contained hydraulics allow the grain vac to be fully
operational without using the hydraulic ports of the tractor.

MODEL

6640

Suction

6" (15.24 cm)

Discharge

6" (15.24 cm)

Length

99" (252 cm)

Width

93" (236 cm)

Transport height (standard boom)

98" (249 cm)

Boom discharge height (standard)*

12' (3.7 m)

PTO speed

1000 RPM

Recommended hp

110 hp

* Tall boom available.
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[1] Transport - Standard hose kit, suctions, nozzles and hydraulic boom all store on the unit for transport, making it easy for the operator to
setup and begin using the machine. [2] Ease of Operation - The self-storing boom is hydraulically put into position, eliminating the need for
boom assembly. [3] Healthier, Safer Option - The Farm King grain vac virtually eliminates dust in the air caused from moving grain making
it a healthier, safer option. The low-profile cleanup wand is designed to reduce operator strain. [4] Speed - Move grain fast with capacities
ranging from 2800 bushels per hour to 4000 bushels per hour depending upon grain.

Hoses and Wands
Many hoses and wands are available to
meet your unique operation requirements.

Grain Vac Uses
The Farm King Grain Vac is capable
of several setups such as truck to
bin, bin to truck and bin to bin.

Truck to bin
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